
 

Climate ceilings 

CLIMATE CEILINGS

- for perfect indoor climate all over the building!



 

Climate Ceilings can both be used for heating and
cooling. Creating the perfect indoor climate all over
the building, both in cold north sides and warm south

sides at the same time, can be a challenge. Especially
spring and fall with a lot of sun and cold winds

can be a factor that changes the indoor climate of

the building.

In the past, the solution for switching between
cooling and heating has often been using a central
changeover and the same risers. This does not

solve the problem of different requirements in the 
building.

With a solution like this, you only have two settings:  
either summer or winter. This will make it a challen-

ge to optimal climate all over the building.

Individual Room/Zone Control

The right solution is to decide which zones/rooms
should be either heated or chilled in the building,

and do the changeover locally for each zone/room.
For this solution, you need 4 risers instead of two,
heating supply and return and cooling supply and       
return. This way, you will have both heated and chil-
led

water available in all zones/rooms.
To regulate a zone individually without mixing hot

and cold water requires a changeover system with
a “dead zone” to avoid cold and hot water mixing.
In the past, 4 motorized valves were used for this
changeover. Today, we have simplified this in intro-

ducing the EvoSIX, which combines everything in 
one solution; 1 valve, 1 actuator and 3 settings: coo-

ling-closed-heating.

Supply temperature
To make sure that people do not experience drafts 
from cold ceilings or heat from heated ceilings it is 

important to secure the right temperature supplied 

to the ceiling. This can be done with a shunt system 
in a central position or for each zone if other applian-

ces need colder or hotter water. Pettinaroli can sup-

ply pre-assembled shunts with different flows and 
temperature settings.



 

Climate ceilings

Setting the flow
Each ceiling is designed for a specific flow in both 
heating and cooling mode. The Pettinaroli EVOPICV 
can be preset to a maximum flow and then adjusted 
by an actuator to a smaller flow via a 0-10V Signal. 
Alternatively, a PICV can be set on both hot and cold 
water. Furthermore, a PICV based system on room 
level secures that the flow is constant to the zone re-

gardless of what happens in the system.

Connecting and dividing flow 
All Climate ceiling panels need to be connected to 

each other. This is normally done with flexible hoses. 
Pettinaroli supplies a complete system of flexible ho-

ses with push fittings for easy mounting between the 
ceiling tiles, and longer flexible hoses for connecting 
the supply and return lines to the ceiling panels. The-

se can easily be mounted to a manifold in the room 
with push fittings and push fitting ball valves. Con-

necting the 6-way valve to shut-off valves can easily 
be done with Pettinaroli´s Sphero-Conical valves and 
hoses. This eases up installation work as the nuts can 
be tightened by hand and no larger tools above the 
ceiling is needed. When buying a complete package 
from Pettinaroli, you buy a package that fits together, 
thereby minimizing risks of leaks in the system.

From 15-500.000 l/h
½” to 10”

6-way valve for changeover
Adjustable KV Value from 0,25 to 4,0
Connections ¾” Spheroconical, ½” or ¾” Female, ¾” 
flat end, ¾” Euro Conus

EvoPICV
91L

6-way valve
63/2S
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From 15-500.000 l/h
½” to 10”

12mm manifold with push couplings and possibility 
for ball valves

Manifold
T82GFM

Manifold
7035GM

With push fittings in 10, 12 and 15mm, male or 
female, ½” or ¾” flat swivel nut
Length from 400-10000 mm 

With push fittings in 10, 12 and 15mm, male or 
female, ½” or ¾” flat swivel nut
Length from 400-10000 mm 

Flexible hose
FXUPGF

Flexible hoses
FXGFGM


